PROFILE NAME:  ADRC MFP-NH Relocate GPR
DIVISION RESPONSIBLE:  LTC
PROFILE TYPE:  F – Contract Controlled
CONTRACT TYPE:  Other
REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE:  100.000
LIMITATIONS:  6-month funding control
EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM:  N/A
EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO:  560065
EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM:  560060
EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO:  N/A
CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER:  N/A
PROFILE DESCRIPTION:  Profile 560060 will be used to report all MA eligible expenses for the ADRC MFP-NH Relocation Project that are completed by state funded ADRCs. 50% of the costs reported there will allocate to profile 560062 which will then roll to 560065 which is funded with GPR and is contract controlled.